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A Note from the Publisher 
 

Hello everybody, 

And Welcome to a Cup of History, this magazine is an effort to bring you history in a 

different “Taste”, history is regarded by most of us a very boring topic even though we 

tend to talk a lot about it without even noticing it.  

Do you remember the countless times you asked your father, mother or grandparents 

to tell you how they met and fell in love? 

You were in search of the story, but indeed you were in search of history. If you find 

yourself asking the questions like “How much did it cost to get a car back in your days?”, 

or how was the king like. Then you are definitely looking for history. 

Here at a Cup of History we will be going to give you a different flavor to history in a 

different and interesting view that will maybe get your curiosity going and at the same 

time become fun for you to read and go through. 

In a Cup of history we will be trying to give you an insight on different parts of the world 

where you will be not be just bound or find information on local Egyptian history but 

also international history. We live in a world so it’s always good to know where they 

come from! 

Enjoy your Read! 

Tarek Refaat 
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A man in history “The  Lion of the desert”  
Omar Mukhtar:  The lion of the desert. (1862 - 1931), he was born in 1862 

in  the small village of Janzour, near Tobruk-Libya, He organized and led, 

for nearly twenty years the native resistance to Italian control of Libya. 

His father died when he was sixteen years old, he was taught the Qu'ran 

at his very early childhood, then he became a teacher of Qu’ran in Zawiat 

Janzour, before the Italian invasion. 

During the Italian-Turkish War, The Italian 

Admiral Luigi Faravelli demanded that the 

Libyans surrender their territory to the Italians, 

The Libyans fled instead of surrendering, and the 

Italians bombarded the city for three days, then 

proclaimed the Tripolitanians to be "committed 

and strongly bound to Italy." This marked the 

beginning of a series of battles between the 

Italian colonial forces and the Libyan armed opposition under Omar Mukhtar. 

Omar knew local geography well and used that knowledge to advantage in battles 

against the Italians, who were unaccustomed to desert warfare. Mukhtar repeatedly led 

his small, highly alert groups in successful attacks against the Italians, after which they 

would fade back into the desert terrain. Mukhtar’s men skillfully attacked outposts, 

ambushed troops, and cut lines of supply and communication. The Italian army was left 

astonished and embarrassed by his smart tactics. 

In the mountainous region of Ghebel Akhdar, Italian Governor Ernesto Bombelli created 

a counter-guerrilla force that inflicted a severe setback to rebel forces in April, 1925. 

Mukhtar then quickly modified his own tactics and was able to count on continued help 

from Egypt.  

Benito Mussolini, initiated a plan to break the resistance, the hundred-thousand 

population of Gebel would be moved to concentration camps on the coast and the 

Libyan-Egyptian border from the coast at Giarabub would be closed, preventing any 

foreign help to the fighters. 

Mukhtar’s struggle of nearly twenty years came to an end, when he was wounded in a 

battle, then captured by the Italian army and was hanged before his followers in the 

concentration camp of Solluqon.        

            

          By: Hany Nada 
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People from the world “The Rise Of Rome” 
 

Rome a city that has charmed many across the years and the monuments that stand 

there are still the story tellers of all time 

There are many sights to see and many things to discover about the mighty Roman 

empire perhaps it is interesting that they are the one of the very few to implement 

the republican rule, and the forum was one of the most notorious aspects of the 

roman way of life.  

The roman empire is also one of the largest empires 

ever to rule the world in the ancient times 

spreading from Spain and Portugal to the west to 

Asyria in the east to North Africa and Egypt in the 

south and as far as France in the north. 

The Roman empire has came into many encounters 

with different populations and successfully 

dominated them such as the Gauls in France , the 

Berbers in North Africa, the Persians in east and the 

Greek and Egyptians in Egypt.  

Travelling through the roman empire is like 

travelling through a time machine because it is one of the empires that has witnessed the rise and fall of 

many nations.  

It has also witnessed marvels of engineering such as the Arena , the Forum , The  Amphitheatre, 

Aurelian’s wall and many many more.. 

The  Roman empire excelled in engineering and arts as well as warfare deploying some of the most well 

known military features one of them  is the notorious Tortoise formation where a group of soldiers would 

be walking a cubic formation while holding shields over their heads this feat of geniosity at the time gave 

them the advantage to move without taking damage from arrows shot at them. 

The Roman flag had the intials “SPQR” which standed for Senatus Populusque Romanus which meant the 

Senate of the Roman People. 

The Roman empire was split into two empires the Eastern and Western Roman empires where the 

Western empire collapsed by 476 AD and the Eastern Empire collapsed by 1453 AD by the capture of 

Constantinople at the hands of the Ottoman Turks. 
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History in a photo 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2: The Roman Colosseum  Figure 1: The Roman Amphitheatre 

Figure 3: Baths at Carcall Figure 4: Marcus Aurelius Column  

Figure 6: Aurelian’s Wall Figure 5: Iranian Naderi Shield 
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Weapon of the day “The Siege Towers” 
 

Siege towers have been one of the most important siege 
weapons to be used across the Middle Ages.  
 
Constructed to protect assailants and ladders while 
approaching the defensive walls of a fortification. 
The tower was often rectangular with four wheels with 
its height roughly equal to that of the wall or sometimes 
higher to allow archers to stand on top of the tower and 
shoot into the fortification.  
 
Because the towers were wooden and thus flammable, 
they had to have some non-flammable covering of iron or 
fresh animal skins. The siege tower was mainly made 
from wood but sometimes had metal parts. 
 
The Early use of the siege tower is known and recorded 
by the Neo-Assyrians in the 9th Century BC. 
 
The larger the tower became the more important it was 
to have level ground to keep it rolling on it.  Unleveled 
terrain meant there’s a possibility for the tower to fall to 
one side. 
 
The biggest siege tower ever to be built was the Helepolis in 305 BC which means the city taker 
which was nine stories high and could carry ballistas and catapults.  
 
However the Helepolis was defeated by the defenders of the Rhodes by flooding the ground and 
creating a moat, which would be a tactic many castle builders would use to prevent the 
attackers from using siege towers. 
 
On the other hand, almost all the largest cities were on large rivers, or the coast, and so did have 
part of their circuit wall vulnerable to these towers. Furthermore, the tower for such a target 
might be prefabricated elsewhere and brought dismantled to the target city by water. In some 
rare circumstances, such towers were mounted on ships to assault the coastal wall of a city. 
 
Siege towers became vulnerable and obsolete with the development of large cannon.  
They had only ever existed to get assaulting troops over high walls and large cannon also made 
high walls obsolete as fortification took a new direction. 
 
 However, later constructions known as battery-towers took on a similar role in 
the gunpowder age; like siege-towers, these were built out of wood on site for mounting 
siege artillery. One of these was built by the Russian military engineer Ivan Vyrodkov during 
the siege of Kazan in 1552 and could hold ten large-caliber cannon and 50 lighter cannons.  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortification
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tower
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gunpowder
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artillery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russians
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_engineer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_Vyrodkov
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Kazan
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Science in history “Mummyfication” 
Egypt of the Pharaohs has always attracted historians, scientists, and researchers 

along the centuries. The intrigue of this civilization and what it has achieved lies 

behind one major belief: Life after death; and this was reflected in their art, their 

sciences, and their life style. 

So for that reason, medical sciences were studied and developed, and one of the 

important practices that reflected this dogma was the keenness of the Pharaohs to 

preserve the human body using the mummification mystical ritual. They protected 

the body with the belief that the soul or the creative energy in human beings (Ka) 

would be manifested again. The human body was supposed to be born healthy; 

illness was only the result of an external factor. If this factor was visible, the 

treatment was conducted via prescriptions, if not; the disease was then the result of 

the god’s influences. Although Medicine in ancient Egypt was painted by this 

mythological aspect, it had its contributions in the physiological aspect as well, and 

more specifically in the fields of anatomy due to the mummification ceremony that 

included removing most of the internal organs. Treatment and healing methods 

reflected these two aspects by using magic (amulets and formulae), religious prayers, 

and natural medicines such as animal products (e.g. marrow, bone, fat, placenta, wax), 

vegetal products (e.g. fruits, roots, seeds, oils, beer), and mineral products (e.g. copper, 

zinc, salt). 

All of what was discovered about the medical knowledge in Ancient Egypt was originally 

found recorded in the papyri. The most famous and elaborate ones are the “Edwin 

Smith Papyrus” and the “Ebers papyrus”. In the Edwin Smith Papyrus, 5 meters long, 

surgery is the main subject of discussion where 48 types of injuries along with the 

appropriate treatments are listed.  In the Ebers Papyrus, the oldest known scientific 

treatise of more than 20 meters, many case studies on anatomy and the appropriate 

remedies are elaborated. Also the Kahun papyrus which was more focused on 

gynecology and its different aspects. It is also important to mention that many medical 

specialties existed where the patient was cured by either a general practitioner or a 

specialized one. 

Medicine in Egypt was acknowledged by several of the ancient civilizations despite being 

based on mythology and skepticism. Homer in the Odyssey acknowledged :  “In Egypt, 

the men are more skilled in Medicine than any of human kind” and also by Herodotus, 

"the practice of medicine is so specialized among them that each physician is a healer of 

one disease and no more." the Ancient Egyptians’ medical knowledge inspired the 

followers Greek to realize further medical revolutions.                     By: Ferial Abdelghany   
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Games for your mind 
 

Word Find: Ancient Roman Cities 

        

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geo-Find (Find the City using the instructions 
 

Dear Explorer to embark on your search of the quest for this city you must know it is: 

 South East of Rome 

 North of Palermo 

 East of the Island of Sardinia 

 The City was buried by the lava of Mount Vesuvius  in 79 AD  

The City name is: ________________________________ 
 

 
 
Travel in history solve the riddle 
 

I have been sent with a message to all humanity that I carried on my shoulder until I was hung. I 

Walked on water and changed it to wine, I healed the ill and cured the blind..  

Who am I? What is that work?  

T S A P J D D O M 

R I H H B U C M A 

E N A E P G A C I 

B A L L I S T A L 

U R B M K W A N A 

C R R E E O P O R 

H O E T R R U N M 

E W D J P D L G O 

T S C I M I T A R 
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Anagrams: Messengers  
Hint: Re-arrange the letters. 

 
 Ham Modem (Messenger) 

 Em Sos (Messenger) 

 A Slime   (Messenger) 

 Heals (Messenger) 

 Su Sej  (Messneger) 
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A Cup of History Staff 
 

I would like to take this chance to introduce the magazine Staff: 

 Amany Eid 

 Ferial Abdelghany 

 Hany Nada 

 Malik Ali Evangelatos 

 Tarek Refaat 

Do you want to regularly receive our monthly magazine? 
It’s EASY! All you have to do is subscribe to our Group by sending a blank email to: 

A_Cup_Of_History_Magazine-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 

Do you want to follow our regular updates?  
You can also find us on Facebook at 

A Cup Of History Facebook Group 

Comments & Feedback 
 

Thank you for Reading “A Cup of History” 

We hope you have enjoyed it 

 

If you would like to post an article or send us your ideas or feedback mail us at: 

ittrefaat@hotmail.com  Have a wonderful day 

 
 

The Team 

mailto:A_Cup_Of_History_Magazine-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=322009691364&ref=ts
mailto:ittrefaat@hotmail.com

